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On January 16, 1975 a unanimous decision by the Appellate Div.
of the State Supreme Court in Rochester, overturned liquor license
revocation proceedings against the Hibachi Room, a favorite Buffalo
night spot for gays.
It all started in early June, 197U when the Buffalo Police Vice
Squad sent one of their undercover agents into the Hibachi Room to
uncover violations in their usual sordid manner* Over a period of
2 weeks, the undercover officers compiled several charges and they
were submitted to the State liquor Authority (SLA) for disposition.
On July 17, 197h the 3IA advised the Hibachi Room that proceedings
to revoke its liquor license were under way and that owner Dave
Chipman, was to appear at a hearing to 'answer 1 the charges.
The whole process for the Vice Squad and the State liquor
Authority was routine. They had done it so many times in Buffalo
against bars that cater to the gay clientele. But this time they
got more than they expected • Dave Chipman was prepared to fight
back on behalf of his Hibachi Room and the Buffalo Gay Car.Munity.
The entire proceedings dragged out over the period from raid-July
197U until the final decision by the courts on Jan. 16, 1975>«
Throughout the long and costly ordeal Dave Chipman and his
lawyers fought back through every legal avenue of approach. Khile
vTaiting for a determination on revocation proceedings from the SIA
headquarters in N.Y.C. back in the Fall, the October Ist annual
license renewal came up, "When the local SIA office tried to refuse
renewal of the Hibachi Room license, Chipraan s lawyers slapped the
SLA with a show cause order, The SIA backed down and granted
conditional renewal. Then when the SIA f s N.Y.C. office decided to
revoke the license, Chipman s lawyers fought back with an injunction
against their decision, pending appeals through the courts.
With its shot* cause order, injunction and victorious outcome in
the courts, the Hibachi Roon has set a Buffalo area precedent,
particularly important for bars that welcome the gay clientele,
Dave Chipman, Hibachi Room owner, granted an exclusive interview to
the Fifth Freedom. Following are excerpts from the interview by
F.F. representative Don Michaels:

,

,
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HIBACHI, COMT,

P.M.: Dave, did you have any qualms about the possibilit;/- of losing your
case?
D.C.: Let mc put it this way. I was very worried since last July, No one
has ever won before in Buffalo. This was a sink or swim effort*
;
p,M.L What made you decide to take the case as far as you did? Was it
simply a matter of livelihood or were there other issues involved
that you were concerned about?
p*C«: Well, livelihood wras one, but it was important that someone did
take a stand $ finally* My attorneys thaught we had a very good
chance at it, so we started, one step at a time*
DjjU: In the decision and throughout the proceedings, references were
made to i! bouncers as such, employed by you to keep their aye
out for trouble • Do you plan to continue this system of using
"bouncers" to maintain order?
yes, we would have to. I think we would have to be even more
Oh
£•£•.*
so on our guard,, because we don ! t know how the B.L.A, is going to
view this. They may get nasty, and tell the vice squad to press
even harder* On the other hand, they may say, "well, we lost this
one and we best ease off." We don ! t know how they're going to
view it.
P.M.; This has, as we all know, been a very costly proposition for you.
Good legal cases and lawyers don J t cane cheaply. In your winning
decision, the S.L.A. now must reimburse you for a great deal of
the expense. Can you give us an idea what kind of expense we're
talking about?
D.C.; I4ell, the total cost through the Court of Appeals, was roughly
$I*ooo and out of that the State has to repay slightly over $1000
of the court costs,
P.M.; Lave, what do you think the benefits to the gay community are
going to be, having won this case with homosexuality as a principal issue?
P*o*« Well, I think more people will feel at ease to go out to the bars.
In past history, people were always afraid of raids and their
name getting in the paper. A good portion of the gay community
;t

stayed away from the bars because of this.
D JjU: Dave, we wish to extend our appreciation for your winning efforts,
and I think the entire Buffalo gay co-rimunity appreciates your
efforts* Biank you," again.
8.C.; Thank you, Don.
5
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Ms. M. (same withheld to protect her privacy), a Ifestera New York
mother, was denied custody of her three small children (aged 8, £ & 3)
as the result of court action initiated fey her ex-4mgband out of anger
over her love relationship with Ms. P., a close friend of hers who
often babysat for the children.
the allegation rased by Mr. M. to claSjs Ms. M. unfit as a mother
was that she was a lesbian and therefor® would ©xerdsa an "unhealthy
influence19 on their children. In his testimony he brought forth no
evidence that implied Ms. M c was an unfit mother except for the fact
that she was alleged to be a lesbian. His only witness was a psychiatrist who testified to Mr. M.'s stability and went <sa to aake general
derogatory statements about hcssosexaals. !Ste only other witness
called by Mr. M. was his fiance, who was inexperienced in dealing with
children o
*Bie infonsaticn brought out during t&@ bearing higjhlighted the
discretion used by Ms* M. in separating her sexual and family life*
There were no incidents of overt sexual activity in frost of the
children. The only factor lafcich was expressed in court was that the
children had seen the two woman in bed. However, t§?o experts testified
(a psychologist and an anthropologist) that seeing wcssen in the same
ied is a common occurrence which would have no traumatic effects on
children.
The testimony to support Ms. M* as a fit and loving mother was
overwhelming. Her mother, an ex-employer, and a stale friend of the
faißily testified to the wanrth of Ms* M.'s household and of her
responsibility to the children. Clergy from the Catholic Church,
United Church of Christ, Lutheran, Tfeltarian and Jewish faiths
testified to the changing attitudes of their congregations and to
their religions 1 acceptance of homosexuals into their specific faiths.
Superb testimony was given by a psychologist, a specialist in sexual
and gender identification, to the fact that Ms. M. is an extremely fit
mother who is able to handle both her love and faßdlial relationships
without harm to her children o The psychologist stressed that Ms. P.
(Mso M.'s lover) was a very positive influence in the children's lives,
and in no way presented any harmful influence. The anthropologist
supported his statements with many studies all clearly implying that
Ms. M's relationship with her lover did not hinder her role as a
«„ EILEEN
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loving mother* Despite two days of such testimony the judge, in a
one page opinion, granted custody of all three children to the father,
with visitation for the mother on weekends —if her lover is not

present.
The amount of weight given to any testimony by the judge is
questionable since his opinion does not reflect any matter upon vrhieh
his judgment was made nor does he list acts that imply unfitness as
a mother* His opinion is more of a ptinitive measure* criticising
Ma. M. for her Lesbian relationship, ufcat it is really saying to all
gay parents is; It doesn't matter how fine a parent you are, you have
no right to raise your children.
llhe change of permanent residence to the father % s home meant
both, school age children will be forced to change schools and all
three children will be miles away from their friends.
Ms* M. does not have much money and any help readers can give is
urgently needed to pay for the appeal* Vfe are appealing to the NY
Appellate Division, Irth Bept, 5 located in Rochester., There is no
New York appellate ca.se regarding the custody rights of gay parents.
Achieving a victory on the appellate level in this case could set a
precedent protecting the right of a fit and loving parent not to lose
custody of his or her children solely because of his or her sexual
preference*
Please send

contributions* ideas, and

correspondence tor

SOS Mother's Defense Fund
9?5 KUicott Sq e Station
Buffalo, New York 11+205
Box

Checks should be made out to "SOS Mother's Defense Fund"
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MUGGERS

ATTACK !

Sick, sick men were on the prowl recently in Buffalo, trapping
for
gays
extortion purposes. Late Thursday night, January 9 S
Mattachine received word that 3 men were 'enticing l gay men to a
motel room downtown and then extorting money from them under threats
of physical harm. One of the men,, described as a good-looking white
male in his mid-twenties, acted as a decoy in the local gay bars
long enough to meet someone interested in him and would then ask the
unsuspecting gay man to go to his motel room. Once there, the other
2 men joined the decoy and, under threats of bodily harm to him,
coerced the gay irian into giving them money*
Our* reports indicate that several, gay men were trapped by this
perverted trio. Fortunately, one gay man unwittingly had 2 of his
friends join him in the excursion to the motel and the odds were
evened out, resulting in a stalemate. But, ethers were not so
jL or uuna c©«
Immediately upon hearing of the sciieme, Mattachine printed up
a warning leaflet- and distributed it to the gay bars in the area.
The leaflet described the decoy person and urged anyone approached
by him 'bo immediately advise the bar management .and notify Mattachine
as soon as possible.
A friend of liaitachine who is connected with a local branch of
a Federal agency, checked into the incident and found that the 3 men
involved left town the following day for Detroit. Vie were advised
that authorities in Detroit would be notified,, Management of the
travel edge Motel at Main and High Sts.
where the incidents
occurred
were apparently unaware of such happenings arid were
1

-

unavailable for comment.

Vfe urge anyone who discovers or fails prey to such schemes in
the future, to contact Mattachine immediately at 881-5*335• You
will be doing a great service to the gay community by helping to
expose and apprehend sick people who prey on others, before they

need someone to talk to?
GAY COSVUVSUIMITY

we're here...

SERVICES

CENTER

135Q IVfASN INEAR UTICAJ BUFFALO 14205

1881-5335
OPEN: MOIM- FRI.EPM- IQPM

SAT & SUN: IPM-6PM
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EASTMOLNC'PRFIJDHUGAES OUR
is
fhln is written with the understanding that no art form
my
terminology
not
find
may
readers
divorced from other art forms. Someconcert,
two
reasons.
is
for
this
entirely appropriate for a musical
Secondly* and
Que, my musical background is that of a lay person.
to my interpretation, the performance was not a
most
traditional concert and cannot be perceived as such.
and boreArt is found somewhere between anarchy and order, chaos
Too
much
long.
dom. Either extreme cannot be tolerated for rm&
insanity,
destructive
structure becomes boring. Total lack of order is
and pointless, fo be able to merge tfces© two mte&ma is a Process
performed by a successful artist. A creative artist searches and finds
performance
new means of merging these two polarities. Julius Eastnan's
can be viewed in these terms*
was
To anyone listeniag to the performance the artistry displayed
first
beautiful. It was obvious that the people listening enjoyed the
twenty minutes of the performance, but were restless for the remainder.
background were
The part of the audience that seemingly had a msical
more intent, but eventually several of them showed signs of boredom.
For myself, I was resuless after about twenty minutes until I started
though*
to perceive the performance as a process* I began to see how I
'fche concert was created as a process.
As I viewed the performance I noticed each musician had a single
sheet of music. Each sheet was different j establishing several isolated
themes. Prom my listening the themes were not synchronized. If they
were, the relationships of sound would have repeated themselves and
become imediately boring. The juxtaposition of these themes seemed
such that there was no time when there was a repetition of the same
relationships between themes. This created a beautiful variation of
sound. Instead of progressions and variations of themes prearranged
by the coB?)Oser, chance was given free hand providing spontaneous and
unplanned variations of sound.
To hold the constantly varying sounds the remainder ox the sixty
performance was set in motion mechanically. The duration of the
length may
minute performance was determined by a clock. Ike hour
predetermechanical
the
also
intensified
have become monotonous, but it
almost
themselves
became
musicians
The
mined structure of the process.
machine-like units contributing to the whole experience. An interesting
These
and sometimes humorous part of the evening were electric bells.added
yet
Biis
audience.
surrounding
the
provided a continuum of sound
another interesting dimension that worked with the entire experience.

_
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EASTMAN, CONT.

Beyond the beautiful artistry, the beauty and excitement in the performance was in the dynamics of the process that was created and set in
motion by Julius Eastman.
-John M. Yanson

'

""
Ed. Hotei Q2ie Julius Eastman
concert reviewed here was the third in a
continuing series of concerts which began at the Center in
Hovember
Concerts scheduled for -fee future are Julius Robinson, concert pianist
irom New xork City, in solo performance on Friday, February
?1 at 8 m
and Bie Buffalo String Quartet on Friday, March 28 at 8
Admission
PH.
to the concerts is $2.
■

Ml

■■■«

■

"OUR GOuJ®S£TKG OTCRT:,'
jjg, WHO and WOT" At the Mattachine
Meeting on Sunday, Feb. 2 at IT:QO P.K. we will have a special program
dealing with the Center's Counseling Service. Members of the staff
have prepared an exciting presentation that will incorporate group
participation in exercises geared to everyone interested in a learning
experience in the field of counseling. Join us for this unique effort,

(jr& * JOHNNIES FLOWER
Vi i
*' ifI

HAVEN

■

APPLEWOOD FLORIST

I

[j/l^^^m^^^^ 42l6 CLINTON,
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WEST SENECA

report on

THE INTERNATIONAL GAY CONGRESS
by don michaeSs

The oc€__rr_f-ce of a ge_____oe_-y __-_e_t@K__ event is indeed a rare
thing. Few of us are privileged ___ough to pei__taa_-y share in an
actual gUegtonp a£ gay liberation. The First __at_r___tie__l Gey
Cengressj belli'___ Idinburgh, See___o_l i&m Bee. 18 to 22, 197_i was
truly a _a__d__-rk in the ___story of hc___a___iity.
A new frontier in the struggle for gay liberation was ests__U__ad
by the more
JS»O delegates fr_a around.. the world, who laid the
many difficult tasks that Idm ahead.
fer
the
groundwork
Derek Ogg and lan Bs_m, the -two people from lki_____*gh who atrgaoi..
zed the Congress, did se* in the -spirit of bringing toge-ther as many of
us as possible, in coder to create an entity thrercgh which we could
all work together for our cce__on go_ls. It was a lot to ask of over
350-people, on a h day adxedule. Much had t© be. done in that short
amo__t of tdbae. All the pg*_liid__-_ea • registration liousing accc__and then a steady pace
__cdaticns, fallowed by a
of panel __ts_;____s, workshops and debates en issues.
N© conference, big or small, is ecnplete without aa overspiding
issue. Sexism becama the Ck_gress l__me frets the -misj cutset, and
was the issue that pervaded nearly ©very aspect of __c I4 day schedule*
The issue arose when it beca__a apparent that too little effort was
mad© to provide opp€_*t___t_e_; for p_rti?_(|mtic__ by the women. -Ms
was obvious from the evening reception _fe__asday night, right through
the closing sessions at the end of th® week. __er@ was
conflict
and debate over the sexism issue, but it was neeess&ry, and It was
good. It helped cut through a lot of
that often
accc_pa__es a ec_fsr__.ee, and it helped many of the delegates to
achieve a greater degree of unity and selfawareness.
Much was acccenplished
the Congress, and iinch was
le_r_ed. The intexraction and the riharfng left an __d___b_®
impression on us all, and expanded &ur awareness of our own oppression
as well as that experienced by others. Ws all shared the moving
speech by the delegate from Spain who recounted the hor__ble forms of
treatment that known b__c__aeuals are subjected to by the Spanish
gpvexnment mod the Catholic Cfmrch. Ith listened as the delegate from
the Irish Republic told how h__>sex__Lity is still punishable in
Ireland by life i_prisc_m_antj we se___d_y applauded Bexnice I__tphreys,
Sappho of London, as she finished her incredibly stirring speech on

_____

_____
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CONGRESS, CQIMT,
the plight of the Lesbian mother; many of us had some unpleasant
memories recalled as we listened to 15 year old Stewart Hunt speak to
the oppression of gay youth; and many of us felt the pangs of guilt,
as Frank Bishop, of CENTRE, London, chastised us for failing to
understand the needs and the search for love by older homosexuals.
In workshops we shared personal experiences and individual ideas
with one another. Among the many workshops were those on education,
gay theatre, Marxism' and gay perspectives, women working in national
homophile movements, the media, men«s health and sexual minorities

(pedophilia, S&M, asexuality, transsexualism, transvestism).
There were incidents, of course, that charged the atmosphere:

a Friday afternoon march on the Edinburgh Scotsman newspaper office
and 12ie 8.8.C. offices to protest lack of media coverage;a discotheque Friday night that turned out to have »straight 'male bouncers
who harrassed several gays, particularly women; the straight
Edinburgh University students (males) who were running around the
Student ifcion (where the Congress was being held) writing nPoofs Go
Home" on the walls Poofs being the local word for faggot 1 ; and
a near walk-out by the women, when it was found out that
Saturday
panel on setting up an international organization was comprised
entirely of malesi
Hiere were also a number of humorous sidelights- to this international venture. Ihere were about hO of us in the American delegation
that travelled together and we were booked to travel by train from
London to Edinburgh, on our- way to the Congress. Someone with the
railway company was obvious confused or embarrassed, for on each rail
car that was
reserved for us, was an official looking sticker readings
['Reserved Compartments National Csav Task Force." -And on our arrival
in Edinburgh, several of us found that we were staying in a hotel

-

*

*

*

the'

called (much to our delight), "One Rimswell House." Add to that,
waiting on the wrong side of the street for an omnibus, and the risk
of looking the wrong way when stepping off a curb (they drive on the
wrong sides of the street over there!) and you! ve got a trip that is
complete.

Resolved from this First International Gay Congress, was the
unanimous intent to continue to unite on an international basis. The
next Congress was voted to be held in San Juan, Puerto Rico in the
spring of 1976.- Many sites were considered, but Puerto S^oo was
chosen for 3 main reasons: 1- To enable participation by South American
countries, whose lack of representation at this year's Congress was

13
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sorely sdjsssd, 2- To call attention to the newly adopted laws in
Puerto Rico, which are -mxy anti-gay and repressive, and 3- *%o
possibly cballsnge the anti-gay U.S. immigration laws.
An interim structure, based m. a proposal submitted lay Bsb
Osbora (Gay Motherhood, Rochester) was adopted* It consists of
task forces which will deal with the multitude of problems facing
for
gays on an international level and will mate
action at the?6Gongress* Among the problem to be tac&Led ares
pressuring for law changes in heavily oppressive csountries, such.
aa Spain, Ireland, Soviet Union, Chile, ©ic*j pressuring for
dialogue, with the Catholic Qiursh in B®m to secure a halt to its
anti-gay positions,; forming lines of coiKmxnica;fei©n with international
bodies such as, fee United Stations, Hh&
Court, European Council,
the fim American Onion, the International Resl Cross, tonesty International and International Labour Unions; create a Madia Task Force
that can communicate with groups in all countries and develop
strategy to open lines of casmmioation witii gays in countries with
no groups) and a task force to deal with finances o Further, ac a
result of a motion made by S&uce VoeULer of the National Gay Task
Force, the lambda ( A ) was adopted as the international -symbol for
gay liberation. The lajishda has h@mi fee gay lib symbol .in the U*S.
for several years*
This First of Xnternaticgsal Gay Congresses has set the stage for
the struggle against gay oppression ia the years to eetie* Shose who
argue that an international f©rum is premature and that we should
solve the problems 'in our own bacicyßrd* before reaching out on a
broader scale, have a myopic view of things. If we are to realize
success in any arena, we must reach out to a broader sense of unity
and purpose in order to strengthen our determination, our resolve
and our sharing in the achievement of common goals.
Following the Congress I received a letter from one of the
delegates I met there. He expressed something that touched mc very
deeply, and, I think, speaks with simple eloquence of and for all
of ue J

returned from New Hampshire where I spent Christmas.
I have
While there I had much time to reflect on many things including all
the people whom I had recently met* What a wonderful feeling of pride
I get when I think of it. Now it appears impossible to mc that the gay
world should not win its struggle t Living in New Xork City makes you
feel that the movement lives only in a few great cities, but meeting
everyone else demonstrated that the movement lives in great and small
hearts I That's unccmquerable*
!S
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David & Jason s relationship...
its the same only different.
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CHRISTOPi iER LARKIN FII M
Starring Robert Joel. Curt Gareth& Bo White.
Produced by. Montage Creations
Released by New Line Cinema in Technicolor.
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A film that wouldn't have been made
••» and won't be on T. V tomorrow.
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ASDFDSAFSDAFSAD
Keil 5 s Bells., Buffalo *s finest caught in the act with (litey&llT)
What sensational material for the tablc&de* $&ai
their pants
fabiilcais grist xor the rtnscr nails,
h Freedom is neither a tabloid nor a grist mill? VJ3 are
a response
ablication edited sdiii dignity and integrity. Our
©at is not to slander the po3
involved for their (KclnOaso-ds.
do
teiri
Lting details* Ocp?
"tse
not
invectives
objective,, taougo. «?e are angry. Is siznple and clean* We »ant *-o
sy of tue poii.ce t&ai
.-.•■ attention to t
.ably evident in tills casa. Because here
is :
.users £
sac charges that tney
:• of prsci.

.

have repeatedly brought against 113 «.
:.is typd of paii';?€: !
it,
065i.: aware

n©WS to US* Ma-ire
on (2iipp>ewa Stqpeet
;
be
that sb c' 11 have man in
ix jollies jxist like β^erybocy
Okay, so t
Ctaly When we
nevei obietraec! to it fellas.
Tor doing the same damned
3 convicted and r

or :Ls not
*r

blue GE her list.
else. So vjiiat?
arrest
■~,-.
thin
lvi sre doing!
say. But: this
do ss
It v/as alvays a case o£ aan : t do as m
thank Cod; time it '.fas told to trie eixi^sriry
st
pf public reco
:.
pre^
heterosexual (which is
"&e fact tfcat ":i6 police sax acts
:
by
1 doe 3nov
3iiu3s
the
too,
iiey did
way affect tfae qiaeation of tiieir
as legally reprehanj
what vs do tfith oU3?
aat wcaaaja
t in this instance according -co the
Penal Code*
Probably Conanissioner Bla:ir fee]
that 1-he ?a.pi:X
aiid
he
say
it is
¥i 3! a≤ we »ii_i
le is a»3 archaic as we
see the ab
lent i£ Jα s prohiba Lug seac be'teeeE coiissutiiig
adultso Be ! than he will be ahle to reassign Captain Kennedy Zus
his squad to something useful and needed like police duties that
.cute "criadnals ,4 "without vistiiss
actually protect people bxk3. donM
In the meantime ha should keep his ovn doorstep clean if 'h& is
going to regulate ours* Sic -vice squad shoiu,d no Icmger be allowed %&
persecute us for doing
the 1 hing that they -theissslvea d©
as soon aa tliey get us safely o£i the 3'«re&te and locked tip tight.
Let there be a single standard with the same prohibitions ana
privileges for eveiybody.
v
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

. . .

28: Mattachine Board Mtg, BPMj Sisters of Sappho Mtg, BPM
election of officers and an
interesting & informative program on the Gay Coraraunity
Center counseling program! (see p. 11}
h* Counselors staff meeting, BPM
JKJjJSO B FILM -"A VERY NATURAL THING" 7PM, 9PM & 11H! showings,
$2 adm. (see p. 15 for details)
SAJj FSB 8: J3A VERY NATURAL THING"
2:3OPM showing
"Ma F^_i J "A VERY NATURAL THING" 2:3OPM raatinee & 3:00 PM shoving,
with a discussion to follow*
'S^Ljl.?.?3. jja Mattachine Board Meeting BFMj Sisters of Sappho Mtg, BPM
!Ms.Z??.l^ : Sisters of Sappho Benefit Dance with live band (see p. 22}
.^j.™ 3 1 & : Mattachine Meeting, 6PM program to be announced.
: Counselors staff meeting, BPM
ESbJfflL?} : CONCERT, with noted N.Y.C. pianist, Julius Robinson,
8M5 $2 admission (see p.lO & 11)
: Mattachine Board Meeting, BPMj Sisters of Sappho Mtg, BPa
3Ei»?S-2|
S^LIJ??..,2? 5 "Feasting T&tb Panthers"
story of Oscar Wilde's trials
and
on videotape. Benefit for NISCGO lobbyist
fund, $2 adm, with
& piasa
sHj,.l^l_.f : Mattachine Meeting, BFM
devoted to a second benefit
showing of "Feasting vath Panthers" (above) 8:00PM
EVERT SATURDAY NIGHT! DAnST^AotFaTSTS|S7
10PM to 3AM, Beer & Pop Sold, $1 adm., light show & disc iock:ey dancinj
iiii<w»»M«MiliMMiM«uin-t?rl
t^lZlMiiiluM'M'iirHi'iiin.il'l——"—'-'"
EDUCATION SERIES A T
ON MONDAY-FEBRUARY 1 0 T H
for details see page 21? j

sWj^lM^i l Mattachine Society Meeting
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EVENTS:
ijl CARNIVAL NIGHT AT THE CENTER,
9PM
?, Games of skill & chance, dancing, merriment, beer & pop, $1 ads:
Mattachine Meeting, with program ont
BPM?
Buffalo String Quartet in concert, BPM, $2 adm*
■—waniim
, , | „ „,,,
nieiiiieeen»r
..
1
KEEP DP ON VKAT'S HAPPENING! Add your name to our "Center Points"
bulletin mailing list njailed weekly with up-to-date calendar of events
and happenings and infomation about the Gay Community Center
free of
charge, first class, in sealed envelope. Just call or mail your name k
address to us and we'll add it to our mailing list. Send to: G.C.S.C.
1350 Main St. Buffalo U4209 or call 881-'W !
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Meet
Lesbian Feminists
key
o€nf@ra&e©

of
York Stats was haJ4
The first
we@tead
Over
hundred
wossen were
cm the
of Beeeesber 6-7, 1971u
two
wc«sn
who
of
present to &eet ©iker
discussing
felt i&© inportanee
issues thai would lead to political action.
The workshops wer® eeH
and covered areas such ass
Separatism *- the breaking sway from straight feminist groups and gaygroups thai seem to be dcndxtated by mm*
Media He loft
Se&lJ g ilth >t negative- rieti concerning iasbians
■feat is presented to the puhlie aed the inability of lesbians to' get
work in the field of »&ny
MscriMinati©® in all %pcs of nork was also discussed.
Ofcher workshops ■Milch brought people closer to a feeling of sistej&ocd
were "t&iose dealing with the difficulties of beißg a Lesbian
of having relationships and fitting Into the expectations of the
ccßsaanity. Mmt could be done to sopport other wonen was sasish dlsens/§§g
The feeling of creating a supsK>rtiv© group -feat would enhance a fearing*
view was brought into evary topic of discussion.
Oat of this conference came a determination to organise the different Lesbian.Feminist- groups in "fee state to form a coalition*
coalition will act to deal with the particular oppression that lesbian
wosfien live with day after day.
In March of 1975 another conference will be held in
the conference win deal specifically with organising the coalition.
I&ose interested in attending should get in touch with? day
Service Colter, Ulsters of Sappho, Telephone No. 881-5336*
"Healthy Fish" Our Business"
,'V\

-

''

w&
'**•

Tropical Fish- Birds 8t Small Animals
gynpHes and Live Plants

l*S»V*

towne
13_7 €*+M*

I

Wmft

J

aquarium

350 £ng!ewood
Buffalo

Aye-

834-9688

/Hffjfif Seed 8* SmalS Animal Food Sofd in, Bulk
10$ Discount I£ith This Ad
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WHAT IS

GAY

POLITICS ?

DOISS MICHAELS
Gay politics is a multitude of "tilings. It's wearing a "Gay Love
It's the Real Suing" button in public: "coming out" to a good friend or
to the family j protesting anti-gay newspaper articles; lobbying in
legislatures for law reform a wide range of actions from the personal
and individual to those requiring highly organised group effort •
To ask "what is gay politics?" is to beg the question, "Why gay
liberation?:i Questions often asked of us are, "Why do you wear your
sexuality like a badge?," "l>&y shout 'gay is just as good as straight 8 ?
You people should keep your sexuality to yourselves, instead of parading
it before the public!" As a matter of fact, it f s precisely because the
public makes our sexuality a matter of their concern that we are political. Laws forbid us to do our thing, even in the privacy of our homes ;
police repress gay cruising spots, bars and meeting places with a
vengeance? employers make it a matter of policy to discriminate against
wrist' their way through 'comic 1
'known 1 gay employees.; comedians
routines involving our sexuality; anti~gay bigots have ready access to
the media to promulgate all the vicious myths, fears and hatred which
we've had to endure for yearso The privacy of our sexuality is destroyed
every time someone lets the words 'faggot 1 'queer', 'pansy* past their
lips; or when they taunt and jeer and give looks of contempt as we show
our affection to one another in public
with a squeeze of the hand, a
a
kiss.
hug,
In a basically hetero-sexist American society, the gay movement is
and rightly so. Bie gay movement (as well as the
perceived as a threat
movement)
feminist
threatens the traditional macho role of men in our
It
also
society.
calls attention to the homosexual component that exists
us
a
in all of
distinct threat to those who have not fully dealt with
their own sexuality
and a profound threat to the heterosexual presumtions that rservade every aspect of our lives. Ihe concept of the nuclear
family as cornerstone of our society is also challenged by the advent of
the gay movement. All these challenges are good and necessary to move
American society from its narrowly defined hetero-sexist orientation,
to one in which sexuality can be explored in an ambient fashion and
i-Tidely varying lifestyles can coexist in a spirit of sharing and good
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SISTERS

of

SAPPHO CALENDAR

January 27
Sisters of Sapoho/taother»s Defense Fund Meeting
9 P.M. at the Center
February 7,8,9
At the Center showings of "A Very Natural Thing" refreshments
will be sold and the proceeds will go to the Defense Fund
February lU
"Friends 11 live band at All "Women's Dance at the Center
9 P.M.
3 A.M. tickets $1.50

- -

-

February 1$
Dance live band "Friends" at Buffalo State College in Social
Room of Student Union.
Open to men and women. Tickets $1.50
February 28
Flo Kennedy lecture at U.B. in Diefandorf Room U4.8 at 7:30 PoM.
Topic "Pathology of Oppression" (Donation $1.00)
(Flo Kennedy is a black Lesbian feminist attorney)

ißliiiMßig^
ATTENECONI "WOMEN!
My name is Judith Schaeffer. I'm an American geologist studying at
Cambridge. For any of you- students, professionals, nonpracticing, or
unemployed women scientists- with ideas about forming a national and
international organization of women in the sciences to discuss and deal
with the very isolated and sexist situations in which we find ourselves
i.e. the lack of encouragement female students in science recieve from
teachers and professors, etc.
please write to mc-

-

Judith Schaeffer
Churchill College
Cambridge 033 ODS
England
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IN SEARCH OF

"THE FAGGOT"

-

a review

If ye_ B ye never heard ef Al C_i___nes (and most people haven't)
then you. probably weren 3 t aware that he was going to be in Buffalo.
As the minister of Judsen l___s___al __urch in (_ree__wieh tillage since
IS>6_L, and founder of the Judged Poets 1 -heater, C_r___es has become
a miner t__Uil-4_ive in off*__?o__&ay preductions. i_s comp-jssr, producer, direoter «... Carmines has averaged one prediction a year. At
the top of the list ef his ©aoces&as are "i_____ade% "Pe&ce", "In
Circles", and "The Faggot".
"The Faggot", a musical revue on
won composer/
author C___±_es the 1973 Sew York Drama Desk award. Presented as a
series of one scene song and dance acta, "The Faggot" gave a very
be__Uvahle and rather positive portrays-L of gay life styles.
___peeting to hear sksobthing from "The Faggot", several of us
from the Center staff attended the Studio Arena Theater's Monday,
January 20th performance of "Theater Songs toy Al Ca____.es". Although
the evening was far from a &isappoi_ia____t «•»• we are still waiting
to hear from "__@ Faggot" (no pun intended).
R__or had it that Mr. Carmines nca_e-<_itn __or_Ly after the
production was completed in 1973- As to the israth in this rumor
one could only guess at the meaning behind some very obvious
performance.
deletions in the
The most blatant ef these deletions was that although "The
not
Faggot" contained many touching as well as ___slrg songs
S€__*-o_g of these was included on the program. (_rror
or
avoidance?)
(__e_d_.es does get gay brownie p____t3 for some things.••
During one of his wxmroas and entertaining anecdotes, he
described his f___Uy s reaction to his composing a musical based m
]___________lity. After his mother's initial concern for his being "in"
the play
she asked to hear the music "not the words
Just the
music". His 87 year old aunt was asked if she felt embarrassed by
what her nephew had done, and she responded "Ho, but 10 years ago I
would have had to pretend that I was."
Another (J_a_ines anecdote told of a childhood crush he once had
noticeably deleted) • He
on a -Sunday School teacher (gender
h_d fantasized their r__x_ng off to ___as to live on a ranch. (Little
COIMT, P.S7
elaboration necessary) •

...

-

...

,

...

...

-
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EDUCATION SERIES AT THE CENTER
the gay oamsmra services center is loocbig forward

to the cam.G
YEAR AS A NEW HORIZON FOR EXPA.ISIOH 0?' OUR SERVICES. WE HAVE FELT INGREASED COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE AND ACENOWL_3G__ENT OF THE CENTER AS A
PLACE WHERE PEOPLE CAN GOME AND 3E WJXMED; FROM JUST RAVING COFFEE
AND A CHAT, TO I_*VCOT__SNT IN THEIR OWN PEELSCKAL OR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOFMENT THROUGH OUR __.C__IAI_S WHICH INCLUDE: HEALTH, SOCIAL, I__G_L,
POLITICAL, EDUC__CC___L AND CULTURAL. WE ARE DEDICATED TO SERVICING THE
NEEDS OF THE GAY C»fONITY OF THE NIAGARA FRONTIER AND BRINGING GAY
PEOPLE AND THE TOTAL POPULATION OF THE NIAGARA FRONTIER TOGETHER TO

EDUCATE AND OVERCOME IGNORANCE.
TO HEIP ACHIEVE OUR ENDS WE ARE SETTING UP A SERIES OF WORKSHOPS
mCC&AMS
AND
DESIGNED TO ENRICH, C___l__GE AND EXPAND PERSONAL HORIZONS
HOPE
YOU
WE
WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. THE COURSES (FFERED AREs
1) 9-wk Counselor Training Sessions 6) Photography, starts Wed 2/19,
Sims,, at- 2PM & Mens* at 7PM,
7H4, 10 wks
starting Hon. 2/10 & Sim 2/16
7) Figure Drawing, starts _i_rs,
2) Women 1 s Self Defense, h wks,
2/20, 7PK, 10 wks
starting Sat., 2/15 at 2m
8) Personal Growth, starts Men,
3) Judo, starting Son, 2/16, 1 OOPK
2/21*, BFM, 10 wks
h) Modern Dance, starting Sun, 2/16 9) Oriental Massage Arts, starts
8 weeks
_*___
Wed, 2/26, BPM 6 wks
5) Exercise, starts Men 2/1?, 6:3OH_ 10)Cta£Lng Our Bodies, starts Thur

**

2/2?, BPM, 6 wks/
DESCRIPTIONS, ETC. AVAILABLE AT THE

COMPLETE INFO 0_! FEES, COURSE
CENTER. SQUIRE NOW ~ lOTIM-M REGISTRATIC_I REQUIRED FOR MOST COURSES
ALL COURSES INSTRUCTED BY QUALIFIED PEOPLE! (**Held at Casaelv- Gemfl^

ORIENTAL IMPORTS

Jfffl

HQH'QHI
associates

883-7400

"accessories For the home"
IM Elmwood Aye.
Buffalo, NX
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THE STATE OF
THE MOVEMENT

A survey by the Brother Collective

Several months ago, Mattachine received a questionnaire from the
Ifrother Collective, asking for information about our activities and
a statement of our general philosophy. We were among nearly 200
organisations from around the country that participated in the survey,
which had as its aim the evaluation of progress and politics of the
movement as well as an assessment of the tasks that remain to be done.
From the responses, the survey found some general tendencies:
"There are more groups that are specifically gay, than men's
g* OUOeJ a «
Small project groups, at least among gay men, are more prominent
than larger, -umbrella type organizations••
One difference
noted between men's* groups and specifically
gay men's groups was that there is a much larger number of gay
religious organisations like the Metropolitan Community Church and
gay caucuses in various denominations...
There seems to be a trend, especially on the West Coast, in
socialist aad feminist directions among susti-sexist men, especially
gay men. •.
Finally, nearly everyone who responded was hoping for better
connections with others around the country who are working in
similar directions."
Conclusions were offered by the Brother Collective, as to
reasons for the current state of the men's and gay male movements;
"The gay movement (has) continued to develop,
in
directions
such as social services and rap groups, and much of the leadership
came not from the left or the women's movement, but from more
established elements among gay men. Die men's movement has developed
since the decline of the radical movement of the 60's (the maledominated left), in response to the women's and gay movements, and
out of introspection on the part of many leftist and other men."
"Currently the men's movement, so-called, seems to be in a period
of organization and out-reach, such as the establishment of men's
resource centers. In the gay male movement we see a resurgence of
radical activity, reflecting a general deepening and strengthening of
leftist orgajiization in this country."
cqimt. imext pg

..

...

... ...
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STATE, COMT,

"We would like to see men of various groups continue in linking

up their work with other forms of social and
political struggle. We
are encouraged by the beginnings of an analysis and practice linking
social and economic class with issues of sexism and politcal
power.
The people currently engaged in gay male and men's movement activities
are predominantly white and identify as "middle
class". If those
movements are only a defense of the privileges associated with
that
social position, as attempt to reform and preserve male power by

straights or to"gain.a share for gays, then they will be self-defeating
movements. The struggle against sexism by men can be meaningful only
in connection with thorough economic and
political
mc Brother Collective would like more responsetransforation."
to their survey
and, also, contributions to their next issue, dealing with, '$fen & "
Class." They welcome photos, poems and articles. Send to:

Brother
Box 1*387
Berkeley, California 9hlCh

/111

fashion Kicks
THE PLACE for Clothes &2j
for fhe

jjtttlr^

430 Delaware Aye.
(corner Edward)
882-1020

daily
10am-6pm
p
aany

fhurs-9pm
26
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Pr__*__y the biggest gay brownie-point of the evening came in
the person of Terence Burk. Introduced by Carmines as a long time
00-4fo____r who has performed in numerous Judson productions, "Terry"
left little doubt that his talents were not in his on-stage work.
Mr. Burk looked floe on stage
Xcung, blond, and
until he began to perform. (Quite frankly
a number of us began
to speculate as to exactly why (__?___nes had brought him along.)
The final gay brownie-point for Mr. Carmines goes for his
pe__re_-__nce of one (count 'em) song frees, "_jr_ Circles" a musics! he
wrote based entirely on Gertrude Stein lyrics.
Hthough "The Faggot" was almost totally invisible
gay
people in the audience (sztd there were ___my) c_uld easily pick-up
on what C_____ea did "not" say.
It was a most enjcyable evening with a very talented and
_ntertai____g Individual. C___d_.es however could listen more closely
to "The Iruth Song" from "__»ct_enade" (lyrics by Maria Forties s music
by Al (_____es)
"Xbu have your truth I can't live with it
I have my truth I must live with it"

...

...

-

-

McGdimis

AH OPEN LETTER OF GRATITUDE:
Throughout one's lifetime, some of us are fortunate enough to
learn that "man is not an island alone unto __®self "—that is, we
experience the happy ______>ess of the vitality of good friends and
concern of those who care about us, espec____ly in times of need.
Recently it was my opportunity to culminate a long duration
dream and while recuperating at the -Swedish Hospital in Brooklyn I
was thrilled to receive beautiful flowers from so many of you in our
Society. Topping this were a large number of cards, several delightful
letters and then best of all thoughtful, g__e___s phootecalls from -*n
over.
As some of the folks who were responsible for this thoughtf-uLnass
prefer to remain anooyiaous, may I take this opportunity to express
great happiness and $oty for your reDemherances of all types. In this
mamwir hopefully I shall not overlook anyone and yet respect your
wishes. Thanks for the i_-i»m« and affection, I do and did appreciate
it so very much. Best ever,
Peggie Ames
\

_
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As with most movements, in order for us to achieve our goals a
great deal of effort is required. Gay politics expends its efforts
in two directions 2 outward, to counteract the repressive laws and
attitudes; inward, to help our brothers and sisters, as well as
ourselves, to undo the personal damage those laws and attitudes have
done* .

To others we have to call attention to the gross misconceptions
end myths about who we are, where we ar% what we do and the numbers
of us, j
cd. life demonstrate, negotiate and litigate to force an
end to the vast inequities we face in this society* We speak before
Inds and slues as individuals, to lay bare our
js as well as our thoughts
so.-that we might accomplish
a roasure of change in attitudes on a more direct and personal basis.
To ourselves we must affirm a sense of pride and dignity which
not allowed us in our formative years. T <_s must ca_st_ntly reject
and ignore the stigmas brought upon us by the seeadngly innate ignorof others. By developing our own con_____ity of spirit and togetherness we strive to offer one another the positive reinforcements which
ig otherwise.
Vfe in the gay movement have hundreds of years of ignorance to
ignorance kept us in our 'closets 1 for far too long.
Bat the closet doors are flying open all around us as we proclaim our
right to express ourselves, including our sexuality, openly and freely.
tever form gay politics takes, it ! s here to stay*
This article was originally written.for and published by
Vfe reprint it here because we'feel it has validity
and real importance to our readers.
Ed, Hotei
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comma out is mm
we need your help to

make it easier

C ONTRIBUTE to the GAY COMMUNITY

SERVICES CENTER
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Membership in Mattachine is open to all persons
17 years of age and over.

ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP

—-tIO.OQ

LI FE-TIME MEMBERSHIP—~
100.00
(temporary membership--—--———
3*50
minimum to include voting
priviledges and discounts
on events. Valid for 3 mo. only)
Privileges of membership include discounts to all
Mattachine sponsored activities, voting privileges
at all meetings, and the right to hold office in
committee of the organization.
Membership includes a subscription to the
Fifth Freedom.
If you wish to join us at Mattachine send the
following information with your check or money
order to MATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA FRONTIER
Box 975, Ellicott Sq. Station, Buffalo, N. Y. 14-205

»AL

FILES OF THIS NATURE ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL)
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PHONE.
oJiJMiJ riit/tt v reeciotQ
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AMOUNT ENCLOSED

t/0......«......0..««.••.•••�.•..

(do not send Fifth Freedom ——)
THE GAY COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER IS AT
Phone 8815335
1350 Main Street,
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PISCES & LIBRA PRODUCTIONS, LTD. PRESENTS

QflYLfl

VALENTINE
WEEKEND

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 14, & 15, =975 3 P.M. TO 2 A.M.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
ROCHESTER WAR MEMORIAL

-

TODAY-FGLUES REUiEW

ALL MALE CAST FROM TORONTO TO NEW YORK CITY

SATURDAY ~fllsS COSHOS CONTEST
AND VARIETY SHOW

MISS COSMOS WILL RECEIVE

$1000.00
3rd RUNNER UP $100.00

2nd RUNNER UP $200.00
APPLICATIONS POP. MISS COSMOS CONTEST

\

-
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til

MAY

BE REQUESTED

WITH

TICKET PURCHASE

•NIGHT CLUB ATMOSPHERE
•DANCING & LIVE
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES & FOOD AVAILABLE

•

DJ

TICKETS ADVANCE $20.00 FOR BOTH NIGHTS
Per Person AT THE DOOR $15.00 EACH NIGHT

-

POR ADVANCE MAIL ORDER TICKETS SEND MONEY &
ENVELOPE TO PISCES & LIBRA LTD, P.O. BOX 364,

STAMPED SELF-AODRESSED

PITTSFORQ. N.Y. 14534
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AUTOMOTIVE ASSOCIATES
"THE COMMON SENSE PLACE"
COMPLETE HEADQUARTERS FCE

'63

'69

«7O
*66

WORK

Vol£3 SQ RACK* h speed
VQLKS FAST BACK, h spaed
blue
VOIiCS, k speed,
XARMANN GHIA COUPE, automatic,
blue
VOIKS BUG, U speed, white
VQLKS BUG, automatic, blue
VOLECS BUG, h speed, dark blue

f
}

6? FORD STATION WAGON, asa/tsi,

stereo, automatic, Bcyl
?0 CHEVROLET CHSVELLE, 8 cvl.,
automatic
loaded

•68
'68
•66
'6B CHEVROLET NO?A, 6 cyl., autanatic
'70 FCRD MAVERICK, 6 cyl,, autaoatic
•70 FORD VAN, 8 cyl standard,

«?1*

CHRYSLER

«?5

DODGE

■71*

Hk TEMPEST, Itfr. sedan, 8 cyl.,

#

,

(Calif. Car)

CHEVROLET NOVA, 8 cyl.,

automatic,

radio, power strg.
<70 OffiVROLET MOKTE CARL0 5 8 cyl.,
automatic, radio
Hh CIiEVROLET MONTE CARLO, black,
loaded, 6000 miles
»72 GREMLIN, 6 cyl., automatic
'69 MUSTANG, 6 cyl., 3 speed
*£MANY MORS TO CHOOSE FROM ! !

88 LAKE AYE.

LOCKPORT,N.Y.

NEWPORT,
'73 BARRACUDA,'3UO, automatic
'72 DODGE PICKUP, 6 cyi., stick

5

66

matic,

8 oyl., auto-

aj/fm

radio
CHEVROLET (HEVELIE CONY.,
8 cyl.,automatic, as is

special!

f

7l

'71

'75
«7U

autcroatic
radio, automatic
VEGA STATION WAGON, h speed
CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
convertible, all white,
loaded, 3000 miles!
CORVETTE COUPE, 8 cyl.,auto.

-*SFINANCING AVAILABLE, REGARDLESS
OF PREVIOUS CREDIT !!!!!!!

BUFFALO LOCATION

OPENING SOON
»'for the best car at the best price"
Phone: 837-1523 or 433-9617
WE BUY, SELL, LEASE
paul lilieberg,
owner
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975

ellicott Station
Buffalo, N.Y.
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